Abstract. In this paper, we propose an anonymization scheme for generating a k-anonymous and l-diverse (or t-close) table, which uses three scoring functions, and we show the evaluation results for two different data sets. Our scheme is based on both top-down and bottom-up approaches for full-domain and partial-domain generalization, and the three different scoring functions automatically incorporate the requirements into the generated table. The generated table meets users' requirements and can be employed in services provided by users without any modification or evaluation.
Introduction
Anonymization methods have been considered as a possible solution for protecting private information [8] . One class of models, called global-recoding, maps the values of attributes to other values [29] in order to generate an anonymized dataset. This paper uses a specific global-recoding model, "full-domain generalization", and an additional process for local optimization. Generally, some anonymous tables are generated from an original table and users select a table from these based on certain requirements for the services that they provide to the public. A challenging issue in the anonymization of tables is to realize an algorithm that generalizes a table according to the requirements of a data user. If the algorithm incorporates the requirements into a generated table and outputs the most suitable table, then evaluation and selection of candidates for anonymous tables are not required when using an anonymous table.
In this paper, we propose an anonymization mechanism that reflects the user's requirements. The mechanism is an extension of PrivacyFrost [12, 11] , and hold the same properties that are summarized as follows:
-The mechanism generates an anonymous table that satisfies k-anonymity [22], l-diversity-family (l-diversity[18] and recursive (c, l)-diversity [18] ). -The mechanism is constructed based on a combination of top-down and bottom-up methods for full-domain generalization, and produces the anonymous table that has the best score in the execution. -After full-domain generalization, the mechanism executes the top-down algorithm on each segment to optimize the anonymous table.
-A user inputs not only a set of generalization boundary constraints, but also priorities for quasi-identifiers as the user's requirements for the anonymous The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Related work is presented in Section 2. Section 3 presents assumed requirements from data users. Our mechanism is presented in Sections 4, 5, and 6. We show evaluation results in Section 7 and conclude this paper in Section 8.
Related Work
Samarati and Sweeney [23, 22, 26] proposed a primary definition of privacy that is applicable to generalization methods. A data set is said to have k-anonymity if each record is indistinguishable from at least k − 1 other records with respect to certain identifying attributes called quasi-identifiers [9] . In other words, at least k records must exist in the data set for each combination of the identifying attributes. Clearly any generalization algorithm that converts a database into one with k-anonymity involves a loss of information in that database.
Minimizing this information loss thus presents a challenging problem in the design of generalization algorithms. The optimization problem is referred to as the k-anonymity problem. Meyerson reported that optimal generalization in this regard is an NP-hard problem [20] . Aggarwal et al. proved that finding an optimal table including more than three attributes is NP-hard [2] . Nonetheless, k-anonymity has been widely studied because of its conceptual simplicity [4, 18, 19, 30, 28, 25] . Machanavajjhala et al. proposed another important definition of privacy for a public database [18] . The definition, called l-diversity, assumes a
